BRITTO’S CHILDREN’S DENTISTRY
Privacy Practices
Effective June 23, 2016
Patient privacy is important to the doctors and staff of our
office. Our office is required by law to maintain the privacy
of Protected Health Information (PHI) and to provide
individuals with notice of our legal duties and privacy
practices with respect to PHI. PHI is information that
identifies you and relates to your past, present, or future
physical or mental health or condition and related health care
services. This Notice of Privacy Practices (Notice) explains
how we may use and disclose PHI to provide treatment,
payment or health care operations and for other purposes
permitted or required by law. Also, this Notice describes
your rights with respect to PHI about you.
Our office is obligated to follow the terms of this Notice.
We will not use or disclose PHI about you without your
written authorization, except as described in this Notice. We
reserve the right to change our practices and this Notice and
to make the new Notice effective for all PHI we maintain.
Upon request, we will provide any revised Notice to you.

Examples of How We May Use and Disclose PHI
The following describes how we use your PHI:
We will use PHI for treatment. We may use and disclose
PHI about you to provide, coordinate or manage your health
care services. Example: Should a prescription be needed to
treat a patient in the office, your PHI may be disclosed to a
Pharmacist.
We will use PHI for payment. We may give PHI about you
to others to bill and collect payment for treatment provided
to you. Example: Your PHI will be used in billing your
insurance company for treatment rendered in our office.
We will use PHI for health care operations. We may use
and disclose PHI in performing business activities.
Example: We routinely conduct in-office chart audits to
ensure correctness of billing.
We are also likely to disclose PHI for the following purposes
without a written consent.
Business associates: We contract other companies to
perform services in our office. These companies may have
access to PHI in assisting us. In order to protect your PHI,
we require all business associates to appropriately safeguard
the information. Example: We contract an outside company
to provide us with technical support on our computer system.
In assisting us with maintaining our systems, this company
has access to PHI.

As require by law: We must disclose PHI about you when
required to do so by law.
Any other uses and disclosures will be made only with your
written authorization.

You’re Health Information Rights
You have the following rights pertaining to your PHI:
Obtain a paper copy of the Notice upon request. You may
request a paper copy of this Notice, or any revised Notice at
any time.

Request communications of PHI by alternative means or at
alternative locations. You have the right to request to
receive communications of PHI by alternative means. For
example, you may want recall cards sent to a post office box
instead of your home address. Your request must be made in
writing. If we cannot communicate with you using these
alternative means, we may resort to using other contact
information we have.

Incidental Disclosures
Request a restriction on certain uses and disclosures of PHI.
You have the right to request additional restrictions on our
use or disclosure of PHI about you by sending a written
request to our Privacy Officer. We are not required to agree
to those restrictions.
Inspect and obtain a copy of your PHI. You have the right
to see a copy of PHI about you contained in a designated
record set for as long as our office maintains the PHI. The
designated record set may include billing, charting and xrays. We may charge a reasonable fee for copying and
mailing such records.
Request an amendment of PHI. If you feel the PHI we
maintain about you is incomplete or incorrect, you may
request that we amend it. You may request and amendment
for as long as we maintain the PHI. To request an
amendment to your PHI, contact our office. You must
include supporting reasons for the amendment. In certain
cases, we may deny your request for amendment. If our
office denies your request, you have the right to file a
statement of disagreement, and we may give rebuttal to your
statement.
Receive an accounting of disclosures of PHI. You have the
right to receive an accounting of the disclosure we have
made of PHI about you on or after April 14, 2003, for most
purposes other than treatment, payment or health care
operations. The accounting may exclude certain disclosures,
such as disclosures made directly to you, disclosures you
authorize, and disclosures to friends and family members
involved in you or your child’s care. The right to receive an
accounting is subject to certain other exceptions, restrictions
and limitations. To request and accounting, you must submit
your written request to our Privacy Officer. Your request
must specify the time period for which you wish to obtain
accounting, which may not exceed six years. The first
accounting your request within a 12 month period will be
provided free of charge, but you may be charged for the cost
of providing additional accountings. We will notify you of
the cost involved, if any, and you may choose to withdraw or
modify your request at that time.

The Open Bay. We use an open bay in our office for most
dental treatment. This type of environment is used for many
reasons including positive behavior reinforcement (kids
seeing other kids behaving well). Parts of dental treatment
and/or conversations may be overheard by other patients or
parents in the office. If you find that your child needs
additional privacy, please request treatment in the private
room. Be aware that scheduling for that room may be
limited as we have a limited number of private treatment
rooms in the office.
Recall Postcards. As a general practice we send recall
appointment reminder postcards by mail. The postcards may
indicate the child’s name and the time and date of the
appointment. Contact our office if you would like an
example of a reminder card or if you do not want us to send
you recall reminder post cards.
Letters or emails: As a general practice we send
letters/emails to new patients with paper work to expedite
the initial appointment. We also send patients of record
letters to inform them about new events or any changes in
our office.
Appointment Reminder: As a general practice we call/text
our patient’s home/cell/work telephone numbers and leave a
message reminding them of their upcoming appointments.
This is usually done up to two days before each dental
appointment. Please let us know if you do not want us to
contact you in this manner.
Post Operative Calls. As a general practice we may call
patients a day after their operative appointment. We leave a
message if we do not receive an answer.

For More Information or to Report a Problem
Contact our Privacy Officer:
Brenda Lee Creel
4080 Lafayette Center Drive, #160B
Chantilly, Virginia 20151
703 230 1000

